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What is the Reanalysis Manifest?
The Reanalysis Manifest is a Microsoft® Excel® form that collects all of the information Complete
Genomics requires to process a reanalysis request. It includes entries from details on the specific
analysis requested for each genome to shipping information.
The Complete Genomics Project Manager (PM) will provide the Reanalysis Manifest to you, prepopulated with a Project Code. This code should be referenced in all communications.
Important:
You must complete the Reanalysis Manifest and have it reviewed and approved
by the PM before shipping data drives to Complete Genomics.
Complete Genomics will begin processing data only after receiving both electronic and hard-copies of
the completed Reanalysis Manifest. Note that errors and/or omissions can delay the reanalysis.
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How to Fill Out the Reanalysis Manifest
These instructions apply to Reanalysis Manifest version 1.5.4 and later.

Step 1: Contact Information
Enter Contact and Shipment information in rows 9 through 26. The following notes address specific
rows:
Row 9

If the contact responsible for shipping the original data back to Complete Genomics is the
same as the contact responsible for receiving the reanalyzed data, leave row 9 as
“Addresses are the same”. Otherwise, select “Addresses are Different”.
In column B, enter the complete contact information of the person responsible for sending
the data drives for reanalysis.
In column C, enter the complete contact information of the person who should receive the
data after reanalysis. If the addresses are the same, leave this column blank.

Row 23

Enter the anticipated Shipping Date (MM/DD/YYYY). Notify the PM of the actual shipping
date via email.

Row 24

If you have a Purchase Order (PO) number, enter it here to ensure efficient processing.
Note that even if you don't have a PO number, you need to have a PO before shipping data
drives to Complete Genomics.

Row 25

Enter the total number of genomes being shipped for reanalysis.

Row 26

Enter the total number of hard-disk drives being shipped.
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Step 2: Genome Data Information
Enter the genome data information into the Data Information Table, columns A through M, as shown in
the images that follow. Columns F through H apply to cancer pairs and trio samples, only. The grayshaded rows represent example entries. The Reanalysis Manifest will be returned to the customer with
the reanalysis results, and at that time, the blue-shaded columns will be filled out by Complete
Genomics.

Column A

Complete Genomics
Sample ID

The ID assigned to each sample when first submitted to
Complete Genomics for sequencing. It is always in the format
“GSxxxxx-DNA_x##”. For example
“GS000000123DNA-C01”.
The Complete Genomics Sample ID is used in the directory
name for the genome. It can also be found in the Sample
Manifest used during sample submission and found in the
manifest.all file in the sample's data.

Column B

Original ASM-ID

Column C

Original Assembly
Version

The assembly ID. This ID is always in the format of
“GSxxxxx-ASM”. For example, “GS000000474-ASM”. It can
be found in the header of any data file in the original data
package, listed as #ASSEMBLY_ID.
The assembly software version used during the analysis of the
dataset being provided. It can be found in the header of any
data file in the original data package, listed as
#SOFTWARE_VERSION.

Column D

Hard Drive Label

A label you give to the hard drive(s).

Column E

Tumor Status

Whether the sample is taken from tumor cells or tumor tissue.
From the drop-down menu, choose ‘Tumor’ for samples that
are derived from tumors and ‘Non-tumor’ for samples that are
not derived from tumors.
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Column F

Sample Grouping

Column G

Group ID

Column H

Baseline Status

(Cancer pairs or trios only.) The sample within the pair or trio
that is the baseline sample, meaning that the other samples
within the group will be compared directly to this sample.
Select “Yes” for the baseline sample, and “No” for all other
samples. Only one sample within a pair or trio may be assigned
as the baseline. Complete Genomics highly recommends that
the baseline sample be a non-tumor sample. For more
information, see “Baseline Status”.

Column I

New Assembly Version

The version of the Analysis Pipeline to use during reanalysis.
From the drop-down menu, select a specific Analysis Pipeline
version, or select “Most Current Available” to ensure that the
genomes will be analyzed on the most current version available
at the time of reanalysis.

Column J

Genome Build Desired

Column K

Comments

The version of the human genome reference build to use during
reanalysis. Select hg19 (GRCh37) or hg18 (NCBI build 36).
 hg19: Analyzed with GRCh37, using dbSNP version 132,
and RefSeq annotations from NCBI annotation build 37.2.
Uses the Cambridge Reference Sequence for mitochondria.
 hg18: Analyzed with NCBI Build 36, dbSNP version 130,
and RefSeq annotations from NCBI annotation build 36.3.
Optional column to include any comments as desired.

Column L

New ASM-ID

This column will be filled out by Complete Genomics after
reanalysis has been performed, to make it possible to match up
the new ASM-ID with the original ASM-ID.

Column M

New Hard Drive Label

This column will be filled out by Complete Genomics after
reanalysis has been performed, to make it possible to
determine which genomes are on which hard drives.
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(Cancer pairs or trios only.) Type of sample grouping. Indicate if
the genome is part of a cancer pair or part of a cancer trio by
selecting from drop-down menu options.
(Cancer pairs or trios only.) Unique group identifier that you
assign to each sample pair or trio. The identifier may be derived
from the Subject ID or Group ID of the original Sample
Manifest. Other grouping nomenclature is acceptable as long
as it is evident which samples are grouped together.
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Baseline Status
The Baseline Status designates a single sample within a Sample Group as the baseline sample to use for
comparison. In general, a non-tumor sample in a tumor/normal pair or trio should be selected as the
baseline. While each individual genome sharing a Group ID is compared to the human genome
reference, an additional comparison is performed between each non-baseline sample and the baseline
sample.
The data output for a tumor/normal pair in which the normal sample is assigned as the baseline
includes:
1. Normal sample variant calls, compared to the human genome reference
2. Tumor sample variant calls, compared to the human genome reference
3. Tumor sample variant calls, compared to the normal sample (Baseline)
Tumor/normal trios have an additional two sets of data:
4. Tumor2 sample variant calls, compared to the human genome reference
5. Tumor2 sample variant calls, compared to the normal sample (Baseline)
Note that assigning the tumor sample as the baseline can adversely impact the identification of somatic
events. Complete Genomics highly recommends assigning a non-tumor sample as the baseline. The
following caveats should be weighed if the study design calls for assigning a tumor sample as baseline
within a pair or trio:


Somatic output summarizing small variants, copy number variation, and structuration
variations, is unidirectional. It is produced by comparing the non-baseline sample to
baseline sample only. A comparison in the reverse direction is not performed.



CNV calling will work best when the baseline genomes are diploid/euploid.

Step 3: Submit the Reanalysis Manifest
Email an electronic copy of the Excel form to projectmngr@completegenomics.com. After the form is
reviewed and approved by the PM, include a copy of the completed Reanalysis Manifest with the data
shipment.
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Detailed Data Requirements and Shipping Instructions
Data Requirements
Data sent to Complete Genomics for reanalysis must meet the following requirements:


Data must be provided on a hard-disk drive.



Hard-disk drive must be USB2.0 compatible and support NTFS.



Each complete genome data set must fit on a drive, and should not be divided between
multiple drives:



Multiple genomes may be placed onto a single drive.
Genomes that will be compared to one another during analysis do not need to be
on the same drive.



Data must be in the original format with the folder hierarchy intact and the original file
names unaltered.



Data must include all reads and mappings.



Genomes that are not on the reanalysis order will be deleted during data processing.

Shipping Instructions
Before shipping data to Complete Genomics, you must have a purchase order for the service. Further, a
Reanalysis Manifest must be completed and approved by the Complete Genomics PM. The section
“How to Fill Out the Reanalysis Manifest” describes this process.
Important:
The original data sent to Complete Genomics will not be returned.
Complete Genomics recommends maintaining two copies of the sequence data at all times; one that is
available for use and one that is a backup copy in case of need for recovery. The original data sent to
Complete Genomics will not be returned and, therefore, should not be considered a backup copy.
Include a hard copy of the Reanalysis Manifest in the packaging along with the hard-disk drive. Ship the
drives to:
Complete Genomics, Inc.
Attn: Reanalysis Service
2071 Stierlin Court
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA
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